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ROPE
We need: a skipping rope/elastic rope
Number of players: at least two players
Area: asphalt, flat ground, pavement
Time of the game: depends on the number of players

How to play
There are many types of skipping rope games for example ‘days of the week’.
Game is mainly about jumping over the skipping rope without making any mistakes.
Two players keep the skipping rope with their legs – 1st level at the height of ankles, 2nd – at
the height of knees, 3rd at the height of thighs and the last one on waist.
The third player is jumping until he/she makes a mistake. Then there is a change of the
person who is jumping.
After returning to the game, the player starts jumping from the level at which he/she finished.
The winner is a person who first finishes the last level.
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HOPSCOTCH
We need: stick or chalk/stone to draw, pebble
Area: asphalt, flat ground, pavement
Number of players: at least two players
Time of the game: depends on the number of players

How to play
Players draw a shape of a hopscotch. The game is about jumping by eight squares (classes).
Every player plays on his/her own account. Players throw a pebbel to the first square/class.
Then they stand on one leg, jump into class, raise a pebble, jump into another class and
jump outside a class. If player does wrong, another player starts his/her turn. Making a
mistake is when a pebble crosses outside or is in a wrong class. The player who ends this
game first is the winner.
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POTATOE
We need: a ball
Area: Flat area
Number and age of players: from 9 years old, at least 4 players
Time of the game: Depending on the number and ingenuity of the participants - there are
players who try to diversify the game by using various tricks with the ball.
How to play:
All participants stand in a circle and hit the ball with both hands (like in volleyball) to keep it in
flight for as long as possible. A person who does not hit the ball directed at him (e.g. the ball
only slips his hand) or who last touches the ball before it falls to the ground enters the circle
created by the players and squats. People standing outside continue to bounce back. But
now, when someone is inside, they can start to nail, i.e. instead of bouncing the ball back to
someone from the circle, they can hit the ball and point it at the person who is inside. If it
hits, the person inside is given the letter "P". And so, behind every successful hit, means
when the ball even slightly touches, it receives subsequent letters - "O", "T", "A", "T", "O",
"E". If he collects all the letters, he is called "Potato" and leaves the game.
You also get inside if don’t hit the ball enough (the ball does not even touch the person
inside). It is therefore important to note that the number of people inside who are
exposed to the "POTATOE" label is increasing. Each of them collects the letters
"potato" on their own account.
However, this disgraceful label can be avoided. The person inside can "play", that is return to
the circle of players, but only in one case - if he catches the ball. There are two ways to do
this. The first is to catch the flying ball. For this, it must get up from the squat when people
from the outer circle bounce back to each other. But he can't stand up for a long time
- he jumps up only to catch the ball on the fly. If it doesn't succeed, this player has to squat
again and will be waiting for a convenient moment to get up again.
The second way to "save ourselves", is to catch a ball, which someone from the external
circle aimed at us. At that time, there is an exchange - the person who aimed at us enters
and we save ourselves and the other people who are inside with us. All letters that we have
accumulated in our account are cancelled when we "save ourselves".
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And who wins the " POTATOE " and when? When there are only two players left (the rest
of the them is inside), the last "servos" take place - whoever fails, comes in and wins the
person who is the only one who has been outside in a standing position.

COW GAME
We need: players and place to run.
Area: large space
Number of players: 3-10
Time of the game: until participants can run and chase
How to play:
Players choose a person who is called “cow”. Why a cow? He stands with his arms
outstretched, spreads his fingers on each hand. The other players grab the "cow" for the
fingers (one player holds one finger), that is for "udders". The game is about chasing the
participants, but before that happens, the players ask the cows: "What color of milk does the
cow give?". The milk is, for example, green. Players keep holding her udders and keep
asking: "what kind of milk does the cow give?" They hear in response: "blue". So they ask for
effect, that is, until the cow answers "white!" Because white milk is a signal to escape! Then
everyone releases the fingers of the cows and spreads out. The cow chases the fleeing and
everyone who is touched must stand still. However, he can be "saved" if another player gets
between his legs. The game lasts until the cow catches all the fleeing. Changing a person
who is a "cow" occurs at the end of the game or if someone at the beginning of the game
releases his finger when the color other than white is said.
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SKİPPİNG ROPE
We need: skipping rope
Number of players: at least one
Time of the game: until participants can skip
How to play:
Jump by skipping rope one can: on both legs , on one leg, forward or backwards. There are a
lot of ways to jump.
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Project: 2017-1-PL01-KA219-038729_7 – Never Give Up

The Program Erasmus KA + The Project Never Give Up
The Gymnasium School ,, Zaharia Stancu,, Roșiorii de Vede, RomaniaThe
teaching and training activities from Pascani, Romania
THE GAME
,,THE FARMER IN THE DELL,,
The rules
The rule number 1
The students form a
circle.
They choose ,, the farmer,,who stands in the middle of the circle.
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The wife takes the child
The wife takes the childHiho, thederry-o
The wife takes the child

The child takes the nurse
The child takes the nurse
Hi-ho, the derry-o
The child takes the nurse

The nurse takes the dog
The nurse takes the dog Hiho, the derry-o
The nurse takes the dog

The dog takes the cat
The dog takes the catHiho, thederry-o
The dog takes the cat

The cat takes the mouse
The cat takes the mouse Hiho, the derry-o
The cat takes the mouse

The mouse takes the cheese
The mouse takes the cheese
Hi-ho, the derry-o
The mouse takes the cheese

The cheese stands alone
The cheese stands alone Hiho, the derry-o
The cheese stands alone
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The rule number 2
The studens sing the
song .
And ,,the farmer ,,, in turn, takes all the caracters from the song.

The Farmer In The Dell
The farmer in the dell
The farmer in the dellHiho, thederry-o
The farmer in the dell

The farmer takes a wife
The farmer takes a wifeHiho, thederry-o
The farmer takes a wife
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Country, country, we want soldiers!
Player's age: >4 years old
Number of players: >6 players (the more, the better)
Playground: Outside, in front of the block of flats, in car parkings,
schoolyards.
Materials needed: Nothing
How to play:
1. The players are divided into two teams.
2. The teams sit in front of each other, aligned, at a distance of a few meters
apart. All the players from each team are going to hold hands, forming a
"fence".
3. The team that starts the game shouts: "country, country, we want soldiers!".
The other team answers : "whom?". The first team chooses an opponent and
calls his name: "......!"

4. The chosen player must run towards the team who called him and to break,
if he can, "the fence" formed by them. If he succeeds, he will return to his
team with one more person. If he doesn't succeed, he will remain to take part
of the team who called him. In order to break the "fence", the player must run
through the place where the opponents are holding hands. The purpose of the
opponents is to stop him without letting go of their hands.
5. The game is won by the team who captures all the players.

1, 2, 3, your face towards the wall!
Player's age: >4 years old
Number of children: >3 players
Playground: Outside, besides a wall.
Materials needed: Nothing
How to play:
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1. The players count themselves and it's chosen the first one who is going to
stay with his/her face against the wall.
2. The rest of the players align themselves at a distance of more than 3
meters in the back of the one who stays at the wall.

3. The game begins when the player from the wall says: "1, 2, 3, at the wall, stop!" (Or "at
the wall, at the wall, stop!") In the same time, the other players try to get close to the wall
as much as possible. When the word "stop" is heard, the player from the wall turns around
to the other players. Who is got caught moving, it's sent back to the start line.
4. This is repeated until somebody gets to the wall.
5. The first who gets to the wall, wins. The winner will be the player from the wall the
next round.
6. The player from the wall can use different ways to catch those in motion: for example,
to say the phrase very quickly, or to alternate slow and fast speech.
Stepping on the shoe
Player's age: >4 years old
Number of children: >2 players
Playground: Outside, in open areas (in parks, schoolyards, car parkings)
Materials needed: It's recommended to wear a pair of sneakers. Do not play this game
wearing sandals or flip flops.
How to play:
1. All the players form a circle and each of them places a foot in front of them and shouts:
"Flower, flower with X petals, open up" - FIRST (X represents the number of players)
2. At "FIRST" all the players will jump in the back, running away from the other players.
3. Further, the player who first said "FIRST" must walk on the feet of as many opponents
as possible. He will continue to "attack" as long as he succeeds to walk on the feet of an
opponent. If he jumps and fails, he / she will assign another player to attack.
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4. The rest of the players must be aware. When a player has been walked on his feet,
he/she is out of the game.
5. The last remaining player wins the game.
The Black Man
Player's age: >4 years old
Number of children: >4 players
Playground: Outside, in open areas (parks, schoolyards, car parkings)
Materials needed: Nothing.
How to play:
1. The game participants are counted and the first one who will be "The Black Man" is
chosen.
2. The Black Man chooses a helper from the other players.
3. The Black Man, together with his helper, will walk away from the other players and
will choose a number from 1 to 10.
4. The Black Man will stay in one place and the helper will return to the rest of the
players.
5. The players, without The Black Man, will hold hands, forming a circle and will sing:
"It's one o'clock, The Black Man hasn't come"
"It's two o'clock, The Black Man hasn't come"
....................
They will continue to sing until they reach the hour chosen by The Black Man. When they
reach that hour, the helper will sing: "The hour X has come, The Black Man came!"
6. The players, inclusive the helper, must run in order to not get caught by The Black
Man. The one who will first get caught, will become The Black Man and the game will
resume.
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TRADITIONAL GAMES
1. Stop 9rocks

Players’ age: >5 years Number
of players: >6 players
Location: outside/ outdoor activity (parks, school yard, parking spaces etc.).
Materials: ball, rocks
How it is played:

First, you draw a circle with a 2 meters diameter, and in the center of it you build a nine rocks castle. The
players are split in 2 teams, with an equal number of members. The team in defense arranges the rocks in
the form of a castle as hard to destroy as possible. The purpose of the attack team is to destroy it, and
the defense one to protect the castle.
So, every player will throw the ball twice (using their hand like playing bowling) from a distance of 5-10
meters.
If with one hit the rocks fall, the attackers win 1 point. If no rocks fall, the defenders win 1 point. If the castle
falls only partially( what usually happens), the fun starts: with the rocks that fell, the attackers need to hit
from outside the circle the rest of the standing rocks, until all of them fall.
In the meantime, the defenders need to touch the attackers with the ball and eliminate them (during that
certain game part). The point is won by the attackers if they can make the castle fall before all of the co20

members are eliminated. If they can’t, the defenders win.
Other rules and tactics:
-if an attacker is eliminated (by being touched with the ball), he can’t make any move to help
his team (he doesn’t disturb the others, puts the rock down, etc)
-not all the attackers can stay around the castle because they will become an easy target
-but as well, they can’t stay too far away because they won’t be able to destroy the castle
-the attackers can pass their rock between them to destroy the castle. The defenders can pass the ball to
another member too
-the attackers, during the game time can sacrifice their co-members, attracting the defenders away from
the castle
-the defenders can’t stay too far from the castle, because one of the attackers can sacrifice himself by
hitting the ball too far. He leaves the game, but his team has enough time to destroy the castle until the
defenders take the ball back
-the defenders need to be careful not to destroy the castle themselves, by mistake
-if any player doesn’t respect the rules on purpose, his team loses the game.
A beautiful game that requires intelligence and team spirit. But don’t forget about following the rules!
After finishing the number of hits given to each member, the attackers and the defenders change
roles. The team that scores more points, wins.
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„Hapuciul/Ball ofrags”

Players: 4
Location: on grass / sports ground
Materials:„hapuci”(ballofrags),twosticks(flat,about50cm)
Description:
Description:
Two ”babe„ are made - holes on the grass, by twisting the heel in place, at a distance approx. 10-12 m from
each other. Every hole is behind a player. Inside there are two players with the sticks in the air, staying to
the one who has the ball in hand. The ball is thrown from one player to the other, until those in the inside
manage to hit it with the stick and send it as far as possible. Then the two players inside approach, cross their
sticks to give "țâc" (cross their stiks), then run to put the end of the stick in the hole.
The roles change when the throwers recapture „hapuciul” (ball of rags) stricken with the stick and put it in a
dip before the midfield player.
Note: The game can also be played without sticks, the ball being hit with the palm. Variant: 8
players, 1 ball
The game has the same rules, only there are 4 "babe"(holes), 4 throwers and 4 players in the
middle.
middle.
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THE COUNTRIES
Age of players:> 4 years
Number of players:> 3 players (the more, the better)
Playground: Out in parks, in front of the block, in car parks, in the schoolyard, etc.
Required materials: Chalk, Ball
How to play:
1. Each player chooses a country to play for.
2. A large circle is drawn on the ground to fit all the players. Each player receives a piece of the circle in
which he/she writes his/her country's name.

3. Each player is placed in the country he choseto play for and the player who starts the game is chosen.
4. The player takes the ball and yells: "Who shall pull the tail of the cat and the ears of the mouse is the
country ..." and the player will tell a country, from the participating ones, and throw the ball in the air.
5. The player with the country that has been shouted must catch the ball as soon as possible, bring it to
the circle and shout "STOP". During this time, the rest of the players run as far as possible.
6. At "STOP" no one is allowed to move. The ball player chooses a player who tries to hithim/ her with
the ball. He/she is allowed to take 3 steps in his / her direction.
7. If he/she succeeds in touching the ball, he/she has the right to take a piece of the country touched (as
much as he / she wants - at least as much as a shoe sole). If he/she does not succeed, the player who
missed the ball will take a piece of the country of the one who threw it (as much as he/she wants - at least
as much as a shoe sole).
8. The game is resumed, and the one who throws the ball in the air is the player whose country was last
shouted. If it is no longer in the game (all his/her country has been conquered), the ball will be thrown by
the last player to throw the ball and is still in play.
9. A player leaves the game when his/her home country was conquered.
10. The last player in the game, wins the game.

THE LEAF
Age of Players:> 7 years
Number of children:> 4 players
Playground: Outdoors (parks, school yard, parking, etc.).
Required materials: chalk
How to play:
1. Players are divided into 2 teams.
2. The following track is drawn on the asphalt with the chalk:
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F = Magic dumpling
M = Dead dumpling
Green Triangle = "Leaf"
3. Each team starts playing the game in its house (where it is written team 1 and team 2)
4. At "START", the players will try to reach the adverse team's home and to step on the leaf.
5. It is necessary that at least one player in the team succeeds in stepping on the opposing leaf and that
team wins the game.
6. Players are not allowed to cross the lines. They have to go through the corridor only. Whoever crosses
the line or overpasses it is out of game.
7. Eliminating players from the opposing team is done by pushing or pulling them (to make them cross
the line or leave the playing area).
8. The players in the "F" space will have immunity and will not be pushed or pulled out of the game as
long as they remain in this space. They will be able to push or pull their opponents.
9. The "M" space is a place of refuge. Players arriving here will not receive immunity, but they can use
this space to rest (it's harder for opponents to reach them to push or pull them out of the game).
10. "Aisle Stop" rule: The first player on a corridor will call "Aisle Stop" and the other team will not be
able to enter this aisle as long as that person is on the aisle (can be pushed or pulled off the corridor ).
11. It's a strategic game. Teammates have to share tasks. There must be defense and attack. Those who
play the best in the team will win.
Observations:
• In this game, falling downis common;
• Find a safe play space (no objects to strike when you are pushed out of the game);
• Try playing this game on grass, in parks, in the yard, etc.

DUCKS AND HUNTERS
Age of players:> 5 years
Number of players:> 4 players (the more, the better)
Playground: it can be played wherever there are no breakable objects. The most appropriate is outside, in
parks, in front of the block, in car parks, in the schoolcourtyard, etc.
Required Materials: Ball
How to play:
1.Players are divided into ducks and hunters. Two players need to play the role of hunters, and the rest
are ducks.
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2. The playground is delimited. Usually, the space is rectangular. At each end of the playground there is a
hunter who is not allowed to enter the game space. Between hunters there are ducks.
3. Hunters have the role of hitting the ducks with the ball. When a duck is touched by the ball, it comes
out of the game.
4. Ducks must avoid the ball without leaving the playing area.
5. The last remaining duck must be reached with the hunter's ball in as many attempts as possible as
years (for example, if the duck is 9 years, the hunters must remove the duck from the game in a
maximum of 9 throws). If they fail, the game resumes with the same players.
6. The game ends when all duckshavebeentouchedwiththeball. The next hunters are the first 2 ducks that
have been removed from the game.
7. There is a variantwherethyeduckscanearn extra lives if they catch the ball before it touches the ground.
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Players:

two

teams
Material:

one

Rules:therearetwoteamsoppositetoeachother.Inthe
middleoftheareaaspeakerwithawavinghandkerchief,
says a number and the player of each team who are that
corresponding number, try to take the handkerchief
without being touched by hisrival.

Players:

three +three

players

Rules: All the players in circle. Two team leader are choosen. Each team
leader chooses two other players. An elastic string is placed at the height of
two player’s ankles opposite to each other while a third player is jumping
insidetheelasticstring.Afterthat,theelasticisplacedonthecalvesandthen
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Rules: A player chalks ten rectangles and progressive
numbers on them. The rectangles are located in single file,
except for some of them that are located side by side. Some
players, in turn, throw a stone and jump on the first
rectangle. Then they take the stone and jump only on one
footwherethereisonerectangleandontwofeetwherethere are
two rectangles. When they arrive to a semicircle, they
havetoturnaroundandcompletethepathbydoingitagain.

Players: Two teams
Material: one rope
Rules: A long rope is pulled by the players of two teams in their own direction
Winner:Thewinnersaretheplayersthatmanagetodragtherivalteamintotheirown field.
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Players: two - five
Material: one spin, one

Rules:Aplayerthrowsonthegroundthesocalled“rummulu”
thatisasortofwoodenspintowhichastringisrolledup.The ability
consists in throwing the “rummulu” to the ground by pulling
the string and making it spinaround.
Winner: The winner is the player that makes the rummulu

Players: two - five
Material: five small
stones

Rules:Aplayerputsfivestonesontheground.Theabilityconsistsinthrowing

a

stone in the air and at the same time taking a stone from the ground and the
one that has just been thrown. He has to repeat the latter activity for four
times. After the first turn, the player starts again by taking the stones two by
two,thenthreebyoneandfinallybyfour.Attheendtheplayer startsallover again.
Winner: The winner is the player that scores the most point without making
the stones fall.
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Players:
almost ten

Rules: The players stand in a circle holding their hands while
another player goes around the circle. When he hits a player’s back
in the circle with his hand, the latter goes to the opposite direction,
so they both try to go to the empty place in the circle. The player
who hasn’t got the place in the circle, starts playing again.
Winner: the winner is the player that manages to stay in the circle
longer than the other players.
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“Lenço” Game:
Number of players: +7 (2 teams)
Material: scarf (lenço)
How to Play: There are two teams, each element is assigned a
number that remains a secret.
A space is defined. In the centre an element unrelated to the teams,
holds the scarf stretching out his/her arm. This child announces a
number out loud that corresponds to one element of each team. The
two children run and try to take the scarf. The child that takes the
scarf first runs away from the other, towards his/her team, so that
he/she isn’t caught, gaining a point to his/her team.
There are some codes that we can add to the game to be
more fun. Example: Fire- all children run to get thescarf
Ice- all children are
immobilized Sugarjump with one foot
Salt - jump with feet together
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“Piolho” Game:
Number of players:+6 (2 teams)
Material: soft ball
How to Play: There are two teams with an equal number of children.
A rectangular play area is drawn and divided into two.
One player of each team stays at the opposite end of his team area
game. This child throws the ball to the players of his team who catch
and throws at the elements of the other team eliminating them one
by one. After the ball is played
in one team, the opposing team gets the ball so that they play
alternately. The team that eliminates all elements of the opposing
team wins the game.
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“Stop”Game:
Number of players: +3
Material: soft ball
HowtoPlay:

Players choose a number or more up toten.

It starts with a player standing in the centre with the remaining players
around him/her. The player throws the ball up and says "stop number ...".
The player who holds that number has to catch the ball while the others
run away. After catching the ball everyone has to stop. Theplayer
chooses a target and he/she can give three leaps or steps towards
him/her and tries to hit the target. The game ends when the player with
the ball eliminates all others. Then repeat ...
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“ Polícias e Ladrões” Game:
Numberofplayers:+4(PoliceandThieves)
Material: softball
Howto Play:

Players form two teams with the same numberof

elements; the elements of one team will be the thieves and the
other, the police. A field similar to that of the above figure is drawn
on the ground.
The field of play is composed of four or more rectangles (house)
and corridors (streets) between them. At the beginning of the
game, each team is at the opposite ends of the field. When the
game begins, thieves advance to the houses and police to the
streets. The police walk on the streets, trying to touch the thieves,
without going into the houses or stepping on the lines. A thief who
is touched by a police is automatically eliminated from the game.
The goal of the thieves is to reach the opposite end of the field
without being caught by the police and without stepping on the
streets or the lines.
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“ O lencinho”Game :
Number of players: +4( handkerchief)
Material: (handkerchief)
HowtoPlay:Playersmustsitinacircle,withtheirhandsbehindtheir
backs.Whileeveryonesingsthesong*oneoftheplayersrunsaround
thecirclewiththehandkerchiefinhishand(playerscan’tlookback);
At one point the player drops the handkerchief discreetly behind another
player.Whentheplayerrealizesthathe/shehasthehandkerchiefbehind
him/her, he/she must start to run after the other player in an attempt to
catchhim/herbeforetheplayerseatsthevacantplace.Iftheplayerwho
droppedthehandkerchiefiscaught,he/sheshouldsitinthemiddleofthe
circleandtheotherplayerscallhim/her“galinhachoca”–broodyhen.
*Song:
“O lencinho vai na mão, Vai cair ao meio do chão.
Quem olhar para trás, Leva um grande bofetão!” (repetidamente)
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VURDUM KAÇ
1.The game is played in a flat and wide area between two teams of
equal numbers. (example:Team A 10 players, Team B 10 players)
2- The teams are lined up to face each other at a distance of 10-15 m.
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3- The players of both teams give themselves numbers starting from1.
(Each player has a number, and when that number is said, he goes out
of the line and rushes in front of the opposing teamplayers.)
4- The referee determines the team to start the game with a coin
saying ‘’heads or tails’’method..
The referee says a number of a player from the starting team (Team A)
and the players of the other team (Team B) stretch their arms and open
their hands. The player from the starting team runs to the other team
and hit the hands of the other players three times and runs to his line
again.

The third player runs after the player who hit his hand and tries to
catch him before he reaches his own line.
If he can reach his line without being caught, he will score 1point for
his team but if the player is hit (from Team B) then they changed the
roles and the team B starts to play the game.
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- The referee calls the players in turn by saying numbers from the
teams and the game continues in this way. The team with the highest
points wins the game.

DÖNDÜM KAÇ (DROP TIME)
1- The game is played in a flat and wide area. This is not a team play,
it is playedindividually.
2- There are two circlesinside.
3- The players form a corridor with a face-to-face distance of 3 m
within thecircle.
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4- There is a player who escapes and a chaser.They wait for the ‘start’
sign of the referee at a distance of 5m to each other.They start to run
and chase after the start sign within thecorridor.

5- We call the stops as ‘stations’ where the players stand face-to-face.
In this game there must be at least 6stations.
6- When a runaway player is tired or wants to get rid of his midwife,
he stops at one station, and whom he turns his back thatplayer
38

becomes the midwife and starts chasing the player who was running
away..
8- The referee may change the players who escaped and chased at the
same time with 2 other players in one of the stations. It's a game
played for fun.

9 BRICKS GAME (TOMBIC)
1- The game is played in a flat and wide area.
2- Materials:
a) 9 pieces of brick (It can be made of flat stone or made ofwood)
b) 1ball
c) a referee
GAMERULES:
The game is played between 2 teams with equal numbers.
1- A circle is drawn in the middle of the playing area. (5 m diameter)
2- The bricks are put up from large to small (9 pieces), right in the
center of the circle.The brick on the top should have a colour (red or
yellow ) and it must be always placed on the top.
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3- The draw lots will be made to determine the starting team. The
starting team (A) stands 9meters away from the bricks and the other
team (B) waits around the circle.One of the starting teams player
throws the ball in order toknock overthe bricks from the distance
line of 9 meters away. Then, all the players of this team rushes to the
circle to put up the bricks again as quick as possible from large to
small considering that the one with different colour is on the top and
shouting ‘Tombic’. This means they got 1 point.
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By the way, the players of the opposing team(B)must catch the
ball and try to hit one of the players of team A.But
it is the rule that they have to hit the players when
they are outside the circle.The players in the circle
who are trying to set up the bricks again are not
allowed to hit with the ball by the opposing players.
4.If team A players can notknock overthe bricks , the team B will be
awarded the right to shoot and Team B will score 1 point this time.

5- When the player of the opposing team (B) hit one of the playersof

team (A) outside the circle with the ball, they change their positions
(places) and this time they start thegame.
6- While the Team A players trying to put up the bricks again in the
circle, some players of the Team B try to get rid of them or prevent
them by hitting them or scattering the bricksaround.
7- If the ball stays in the circle after shooting it, the referee sends the

ball out of thecircle.
8.The team with 8- 10 points wins the game.

TÜNELTOP

( TUNNELBALL)

1- The game is played in a flat and widearea.
2- Create 2 teams, each team of 10 players A andB
3 - Both teams consist of 10 players and are lined up side by side and stretch
their legs wide open in order to make a tunnel.
4- Both teams have captains at thehead.
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5- There is a ball (basketball, volleyball, football) in the hands of the captains.
All players form a tunnel by opening theirlegs.

6-The captains send the ball between the legs, allowing the ball to go to the
player at the end of the queue. The player at the end of the line holds the ball
and runs to the front of the line, and this time he sends theball.

Both teams continue to compete in this way. When the captain of the team is at
the first place in his team’s line again, he/she lifts the ball up.It means they got
1point for their team.
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7- During the game, if the ball goes out of the tunnel, the team starts thethrow
again.
8- It is determined how many times this game will be played (5 or 10 times).
Accordingly, if the team reaches this number first, that team wins thegame.

Mangala
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